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1. INTRODUCTION

Sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas (L.) Lam) ranks sixth among the cultivated crops of
the world. In fact, it represents a major staple food in many tropical countries. Recently this
crop has been proposed as a source of starch for industrial utilization. Somatic embryogenesis
could prove useful as an alternative to traditional propagation by cuttings, which is labour
intensive and can transmit diseases. Somatic embryos are reported to originate from single
cells, so that, if regenerated from mutagenized tissues, should give rise to solid mutants.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In a previous work [1], five clones of sweet potato were tested for their somatic
embryogenesis capability. The Q 23728 clone showed the best performance with 483
regenerated plants. To verify their genetic uniformity, morphological traits of 81 regenerated
plants and 6 test plants of Q 23728 clone were studied. Of these 81 plants, 45 were previously
micropropagated, so that a total of 126 plants plus 8 test plants were tested. Plants were
transferred in pot from test tubes, and then transplanted in field in May, 1992 at a density of
one plant per square meter and standard agronomic practices were followed during growing
season. For evaluation, we used descriptors for sweet potato [2].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In case of 10 out of 14 morphological characters, related to green parts of the plant,
there was neither difference between regenerated and test plants nor among the regenerates.
Variation was found for abaxial leaf vein pigmentation in 19 plants (15%), for mature leaf
colour in 9 plants (7%), for immature leaf colour in 48 plants (38%) and for petiole
pigmentation in 14 plants (11%). Observations on flowers were not possible because no
flowering occurred. Many plants, including among the tests, had roots with irregular shape,
possibly resulting from the rather compact structure of soil. The mean weight of storage roots
of regenerated plants was 95% higher than in test plant.

Root skin colour showed slight change in 31 regenerated plants (29%) and marked
change in one plant; six regenerants (5%) showed more coloured flesh, while 23 (21%)
showed one or more coloured rings in flash. Six of the 45 micropropagated plants showed a
secondary flash colour, being different in two plants which originated from the same
regenerant. This difference may be due to chimerism during ontogenesis. If this is the case,
somatic embryo did not always originate from a single cell. Many authors have reported the
occurrence of somaclonal variation after somatic embryogenesis in sweet potato. To our
knowledge, this is the first report of occurrence of variation among sweet potato plants
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derived from somatic embryo. The observed variation should be confirmed by molecular and
biochemical analyses; however, its occurrence has an important consequence in the
multiplication and breeding of sweet potato.
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